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Organic molecules with double bonds, such as ethylene and formaldehyde, are well-known to undergo [2+
2] cycloadditions across the CdC moiety of ketene. Surprisingly, the same pathway was recently predicted
to be kinetically favored in the reaction of CpReO3 with ketene, in contrast to the additions of other metal
oxides to the heterocumulene. Since the origin of the activation energies of [2+ 2] cycloadditions was poorly
understood, a comparative density-functional study on the [2+ 2] addition of XdY (CH2dCH2, CH2dO,
and CpO2RedO) across the CdC bond of ketene has been carried out. The electronic structure of the transition
states has been analyzed in terms of interactions between the ketene and XdY fragments. The analysis reveals
that, besides stabilizing orbital interactions, additional contributions such as electrostatics and repulsion due
to the Pauli principle determine the activation energies of cycloadditions. The stabilization arising from orbital
interactions is weakest in the transition state for the metal-oxide addition to the heterocumulene, although
this reaction has the lowest activation barrier.

Introduction

The concepts developed by Woodward and Hoffmann to
classify pericyclic reactions belong to the tools of every
chemist.2 However, simple cycloadditions that are of consider-
able industrial importance3 challenge these concepts: the thermal
[2 + 2] additions of ketenophiles such as ethylene4 and
formaldehyde5 across the CdC moiety of ketene.6 Whether a
[2πs + 2πa] topology (Figure 1, left) or a [2πs + (2πs + 2πs)]
topology7 involving the CdO moiety of ketene (Figure 1, right)
describes the transition states (TS) best has controversially been
discussed.8,9 Theoretically predicted transition structures4,5 and
a recent frontier-orbital study8,10on the reactions give evidence
for the latter topology model. Common fragment-based charge-
and energy-decomposition schemes11,12have not yet been used
to analyze these reactions. These methods11,12 characterize
molecules of the type A-B in terms of interactions between
the fragments A and B,13 and they should become valuable tools
of organic chemists to gain insight into the electronic structure
of transition states for cycloadditions.

Tremendous research efforts focus on transition-metal-oxide
additions across unsaturated carbon-carbon bonds,14 since there
is a considerable industrial interest in the activation of double
bonds by readily accessible metal oxides, beyond the common
methods for cis dihydroxylation using osmium tetraoxide and
permanganate.3 Several density-functional studies on these
reactions were recently reported because their mechanisms
provide some academic challenges.15-23 While transition-metal-
oxide additions to ethylene follow a [3+ 2] pathway only,15-24

cyclopentadienyltrioxorhenium(VII)25 kinetically favors the [2
+ 2] addition across the CdC bond of ketene.26 The [3 + 2]
activation energies can easily be predicted from frontier-orbital
analysis21,22 or even from thermochemical data using Marcus
theory.23 However, in our recent computational study, we were
unable to rationalize the activation energies of [2+ 2]
additions.22

We have performed a comparative density-functional (DFT)
study on the electronic structure of the transition states for the
addition of XdY (CH2dCH2, CH2dO, and CpReO3) across
the CdC moiety of ketene. We use two state-of-the-art
decomposition schemes based on the interactions between the
XdY and ketene fragments in the TS: charge decomposition
analysis (CDA)11 and the Extended Transition State (ETS)
method.12

Methods

Geometry Optimization and Energy Calculation. The
molecules and transition states were optimized at the gradient-
corrected DFT level using the exchange functional of Becke27

and the correlation functional of Perdew28 (BP86). Relativistic
effects were considered using the zeroth-order regular ap-
proximation (ZORA).29 Uncontracted Slater-type orbitals (STOs)
were used as basis functions for the SCF calculations.30 The
basis functions at the metal have triple-ú quality, augmented
with a set of 6p functions. The basis set at the other atoms has
double-ú quality, augmented with a set of d-type polarization
functions. The (1s)2 core electrons of C and O and the
(1s2s2p3s3p3d4s4p4d)46 inner shells of Re were treated within
the frozen-core approximation.31 An auxiliary basis set of s, p,
d, f, and g STOs was utilized to fit the molecular densities and* Corresponding author. E-mail: deubel@ucalgary.ca.

Figure 1. Suggested models for the topology of the transition state
for the [2 + 2] addition of ethylene to ketene.
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to represent the Coulomb and exchange potentials in each SCF
cycle.32 This basis-set combination is denoted III∼.22,23Unless
otherwise stated, energies reported refer to the BP86/III∼ level.
The calculations were carried out using the ADF 2000 program
package.34

Electronic-Structure Analysis. For the calculation of atomic
partial charges, the NPA method35 was employed. Donor-
acceptor interactions in the transition states were examined using
charge decomposition analysis (CDA).11 CDA was developed
as a quantum-chemical interpretation of the Dewar-Chatt-
Duncanson model,36 and it has mainly been applied to transition-
metal complexes.37 The use of CDA for the analysis of olefin
epoxidations was recently discovered.38 The Kohn-Sham MOs
of a transition state are expressed as a linear combination of
the MOs of the fragments ketene (denoted donor) and XdY
(CH2dCH2, CH2dO, and CpO2RedO, denoted acceptor) in the
geometry of the TS. We define (i) the interaction among the
occupied orbitals of ketene and the vacant orbitals of XdY as
donationd, (ii) the interaction among the occupied orbitals of
XdY and the vacant ketene orbitals as back-donationb, (iii)
the interaction of the occupied orbitals of both fragments as
repulsive polarizationr, and (iv) the interaction of the vacant
orbitals of both fragments as rest term∆. This term will be
approximately zero if the reaction is thermally symmetry-
allowed. The CDA calculations were carried out with Gaussian
98 package39 and the CDA 2.1 program40 using basis set II.41

Energy decomposition of the TS was studied with the extended
transition state method (ETS).12 The transition structures are
again divided into the two fragments ketene and XdY. The
activation energy∆E is the sum of the two contributions strain
energy∆Estr and interaction energy∆Eint (∆E ) ∆Estr + ∆Eint).
Strain energy∆Estr is the difference between the energy of the
isolated fragments in the TS geometry and their energy in the
equilibrium geometry.∆Eint, which is the energy of interaction
between the fragments in the TS geometry, can in turn be
partitioned into three components (∆Eint ) ∆Eelst + ∆EPauli +
∆Eorb). ∆Eelst gives the electrostatic interaction energy between
the fragments, which is calculated with a frozen electron-density
distribution in the TS geometry. Pauli repulsion (∆EPauli)
considers the energy required for antisymmetrization and
renormalization of the Kohn-Sham orbitals of the superimpos-
ing ketene and XdY fragments.∆EPauli represents the repulsive
interaction energy between the fragments which is caused by
the fact that two electrons with the same spin cannot occupy
the same region in space (Pauli principle). Finally, the stabilizing
orbital-interaction term∆Eorb is calculated with the Kohn-Sham
orbitals relaxing to their optimal form.

Results and Discussion

Structures and Energies.The optimized geometries of the
reactants and transition states for the [2+ 2] additions of CH2d
CH2, CH2dO, and CpO2RedO across the CdC moiety of
ketene are shown in Figure 2. Additional structural data are
provided in Table 1. We focus on a brief comparison of the
three transition structures, since the reactions were already
separately studied using quantum-chemical methods, and ge-
ometries in good agreement with the results of the current work
were predicted.4,5,22The transition-state geometry for the reaction
of ethylene indicates a highly asynchronous reaction with the
C4-C1 bond to the central carbon of ketene being formed first.
It is interesting to note that the C1-C3 distance in the TS is
much shorter than the C2-C3 distance, although a bond will
be formed between the latter two atoms during the reaction.
The C1-O1 bond is elongated compared to this distance in free

ketene, in the product, and in the other TS. Ketene is strongly
bent in the “carbenoid-like“4a transition structure for ethylene
addition; the O1-C1-C2 angle is 135.8° (Table 1), and the
C2 and O1 atoms are significantly twisted out of the C3-C4-
C1 plane; we calculate a C3-C4-C1-C2 dihedral angle of
61.4° (Table 1). The transition-state geometry for the reaction
of formaldehyde is similar to the TS for the ethylene addition.
The ketene moiety is less deformed and the C2-C3 distance is
shorter than that in the former reaction. The TS structure for
the [2+ 2] addition of CpReO3 across the CdC moiety shown
in Figure 2 corresponds to the reaction with the lowest activation
energy with regard to peri-, chemo-, stereo-, and regioselectivity.
The Cp ligand changes its coordination mode fromη5 in the
reactant toη1 in the TS and in the product.42 Compared to the
reaction of CH2O with ketene, the C1-O2 distance is longer
(Figure 2). The ketene moiety is less bent and less twisted than

Figure 2. Optimized geometries (BP86/III∼) of the reactants, transition
states and products for the [2+ 2] addition of XdY (CH2dCH2,
CH2dO, and CpO2RedO) across the CdC moiety of ketene. Calculated
NPA atomic charges.
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in the other two reactions (Table 1). The structures of the
reaction products are also given in Figure 2. In the products of
the formaldehyde and CpReO3 addition, the C1-O2 distances
are comparably short due to conjugation with the exocyclic
carbonyl group.

The calculated activation barriers and reaction energies are
also listed in Table 1. For the addition of ethylene and
formaldehyde to ketene, activation energies of 22.4 and 17.9
kcal/mol, respectively, are predicted at the BP86 DFT level.
The calculated activation energies are slightly smaller than the
barriers calculated using the DFT-Hartree-Fock hybrid method
B3LYP, the ab initio method MP2, and experimental data.8,43

The [2+ 2] addition of CpReO3 is the reaction with the lowest
activation barrier (6.7 kcal/mol). The three cycloadditions are
clearly exothermic (Table 1), justifying electronic-structure
analyses of the transition states referring to the reactants rather
than to the products.44 In contradiction to the Bell-Evans-
Polanyi principle,45 the fastest reaction has the smallest ther-
modynamic driving force.

Charge Decomposition Analysis (CDA).Donor and accep-
tor interactions in the transition states have been analyzed using
charge decomposition analysis (CDA), which was developed
by Dapprich and Frenking;11 the results are given in Table 2.
The rest terms∆, which refer to the interactions between the
vacant orbitals of the XdY and ketene fragments, are close to
0, indicating that the three transition states can properly be
described in terms of donor-acceptor interactions between the
fragments and that the reactions are thermally symmetry-
allowed. Ketene is arbitrarily denoted donor, and XdY is
denoted acceptor. The analysis reveals that back-donationb from
occupied ethylene orbitals to vacant ketene orbitals provides
the predominant contribution in the TS for the ethylene addition.
Donation d from ketene to ethylene is significantly less
pronounced; thed/b ratio is 0.57. In contrast, both contributions
are of same importance in the transition state of the formalde-
hyde addition (d/b ) 0.96, Table 2). In the TS for the addition
of CpReO3, the orbital interactions are reverse (d/b ) 2.32);
i.e., electrons have mainly flowed from ketene to the metal
oxide. The comparison of the CDA results for the three transition

states indicate a fundamental change in the mechanism. There
is no inherent connection between the three reactions other than
the superficial formalism that they are all [2+ 2] cycloadditions.
Note that this finding is reflected by the transition structures
(Figure 2).

The information provided by CDA is only partially accessible
from calculated NPA atomic charges (Table 3, Figure 2). The
charges in the TS of the ethylene addition also indicate an
electron flow to the ketene fragment. For the other two reactions,
a slight charge transfer from ketene to XdY is predicted (Table
3). The carbene-like addition of the heterocumulene to ethylene
is corroborated by the atomic charges in the TS: There is a
more negative charge at the oxygen and a less negative charge
at C2 of ketene in comparison to the reactant (Figure 2).
However, attempts to localize zwitterionic cyclopropane deriva-
tives as stationary points on the BP86/III∼ potential energy
surface have not been successful.

A configuration analysis of the [2+ 2] addition of ethylene
to ketene leads to results that are comparable to thed/b value
in CDA: charge transfer from ethylene to ketene in the TS is
double as large than the reverse charge transfer.8 The analysis
along the intrinsic reaction path (IRC)46 showed that both
interactions synchronously increase during the reaction, ap-
proaching the TS.8 For the other two reactions, a configuration
analysis has not been reported.8 The CDA results advise caution
not to extend the conclusions drawn from the reaction of
ethylene with ketene to the addition of other ketenophiles to
the heterocumulene.

A key feature of CDA is to provide insight into the frontier
orbitals involved in the interactions. A plot of the predominant
orbitals of the reactants is given in Figure 3; the corresponding
energy levels are listed in Table 4. The involved frontier-orbitals
of formaldehyde (HOMO-1, LUMO) are lower in energy than
the corresponding ethylene orbitals (HOMO, LUMO), elucidat-
ing the increase of donationd from the heterocumulene in the
TS for formaldehyde addition compared to ethylene addition
(Table 2). From formaldehyde to the metal oxide, there is a
further decrease of the LUMO energy. The HOMO-2 of
CpReO3, which is most important in back-donation, has about

TABLE 1: Calculated Structural Parameters in the Transition States for the [2 + 2] Additions of XdY (CH2dCH2, CH2dO,
and CpO2RedO) Across the CdC Moiety of Ketene (H2C2dC1dO1): C1-Y and C2-X Distances (Å), O1-C1-C2 Angles
(deg), and X-Y-C1-C2 Torsion Angles (deg)a

XdY C1-Y C2-X O1-C1-C2 X-Y-C1-C2 ∆E ∆Er

CH2dCH2 1.754 2.517 135.8 61.4 22.4 -21.8
CH2dO 1.848 2.234 147.5 49.4 17.9 -31.7
CpO2RedO 2.031 2.410 157.8 39.3 6.7 -10.9

a Activation barriers∆E and reaction energies∆Er (kcal/mol).

TABLE 2: Charge Decomposition Analysis (CDA) Results of the Transition Statesa

d (ketenefXdY) b (ketenerXdY)

XdY value main contrib. value main contrib. d/b r (ket.T XdY) ∆

CH2dCH2 0.181 HOMOf LUMO 0.318 LUMOr HOMO 0.57 -0.589 0.054
CH2dO 0.214 HOMOf LUMO 0.223 LUMOr HOMO-1 0.96 -0.409 0.042
CpO2RedO 0.394 HOMOf LUMO 0.171 LUMOr HOMO-2 2.32 -0.432 0.038

a Donationd (ketenef XdY), backdonationb (ketener XdY), repulsive polarizationr (keteneT XdY), and rest term∆.

TABLE 3: Sum of NPA Atomic Partial Charges (e) in the Reactants and in the Transition States

reactants transition states differences (TS-reactant)

XdY ketene XdY ketene XdY ketene

XdY X Y CH2 CO X Y CH2 CO X Y CH2 CO

CH2dCH2 0.00 0.00 -0.25 0.25 0.23 -0.01 -0.09 -0.13 0.23 -0.01 0.16 -0.38
CH2dO 0.52 -0.52 -0.25 0.25 0.54 -0.62 -0.18 0.26 0.02 -0.10 0.07 0.01
CpO2RedO 0.59 -0.59 -0.25 0.25 0.64 -0.70 -0.31 0.37 0.06 -0.11 -0.06 0.12
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the same energy as the ethylene HOMO. Note that there is only
a very small contribution from metal orbitals to the HOMO-2
of CpReO3 (Figure 3). Back-donation from the CpReO3

HOMO-2 to the ketene LUMO is therefore less important than
from the C2H4 HOMO to the acceptor orbital of the heterocu-
mulene.

Even though the structures of the reactants and the product
pretend that the carbonyl group does not participate in the [2+
2] cycloaddition of ethylene to ketene, the analysis reveals that
the classical [2πs + 2πa] model with the CdO moiety as a
noninvolved bystander is wrong (Figure 1). Not only steric
reasons, i.e., a free access to the central carbon of the
heterocumulene, but also stereoelectronic reasons due to the
presence of the carbonyl moiety enable ketenes to undergo [2
+ 2] cycloadditions. Since the formation of the second C-C
bond proceeds at a large extent of reaction, the alternative [2πs

+ (2πs + 2πs)] model also does not appropriately describe the
nature of the transition state. The initial orbital interaction
between the ethylene HOMO and the ketene LUMO, which is

theπ* orbital of the CdO bond, is predominant in the transition
state. In the TS for the reactions of formaldehyde and CpReO3

with ketene, the LUMO of the heterocumulene is also involved
but to a lesser extent.

Extended Transition State Analysis (ETS).The information
about how strongly orbital interactions in the TS influence the
activation energy is not provided by the CDA results reported
in the previous section. For gaining insight into the origin of
reactivity, the extended transition state (ETS) method has been
employed, which was developed by Ziegler and Rauk.12 The
results of this energy-decomposition scheme are listed in Table
5 and visualized in Figure 4.

First, the reactants must be deformed out of their equilibrium
structure to their geometry in the transition state; the corre-
sponding energy is denoted deformation or strain energy∆Estr.
∆Estr can separately be evaluated for each fragment, i.e., XdY
and ketene; it is the difference between the energy of the isolated
fragment in the TS geometry and the energy of its equilibrium
structure. While there is a slight deformation of the ethylene
and formaldehyde fragments, the rhenium oxide both requires
an elongation of the RedO bond and a change in the config-
uration of the other ligands at the metal. The strain energy for
the metal-oxide fragment is therefore comparably large (see
∆Estr(XdY) values in Figure 4b). A huge strain energy
∆Estr(ketene) of the ketene fragment is necessary to reach the
TS of ethylene addition. For the other reactions, the deformation
energy of the ketene fragment is smaller, as expected from the
larger calculated O1-C1-C2 angles in the transition states
(Table 1). The large total strain energy∆Estr(total) for the
ethylene addition (37.5 kcal/mol), which is the sum of∆Estr(Xd
Y) and ∆Estr(ketene), might elucidate the high activation
energies∆E of the reaction (22.4 kcal/mol). However, the total
strain energy in the metal-oxide addition (28.1 kcal/mol) is
larger than that in the formaldehyde addition (23.6 kcal/mol),
although the relative height of the activation barriers is reverse
(6.7 and 17.9 kcal/mol, respectively).

The other contribution to the activation energy∆E is the
energy of interaction∆Eint between the two fragments in the
TS. ∆Eint can in turn be divided into three contributions (∆Eint

) ∆Eelst + ∆EPauli + ∆Eorb). ∆EPauli represents the repulsive
interaction energy between the fragments which is caused by
the fact that two electrons with the same spin cannot occupy
the same region in space (Pauli principle).∆Eelst is the
electrostatic interaction and∆Eorb gives the stabilizing orbital
interactions. The results for the three transition states are very
interesting (Figure 4a). Pauli repulsion is largest in the TS for
ethylene addition. In the same reaction, the stabilization due to
orbital interactions is also largest, which leads to a considerable
interaction energy of-15.1 kcal/mol. The transition state for
the formaldehyde addition to ketene scarcely benefits from the
interaction between the fragments (∆Eint ) -5.8 kcal/mol). In
contrast, there is a large stabilization of the TS for CpReO3

(-21.4 kcal/mol). It is remarkable that this stabilization arises
from electrostatics∆Eelst rather than from orbital interactions
(Figure 4a). The sum of∆Estr and ∆Eint yields the activation
barrier∆E (Figure 4b). A moderate total activation strain and

Figure 3. Plots of the predominant frontier orbitals of the reactants.

TABLE 4: Energies E (eV) of the Frontier Orbitals of X dY
Being Predominant in CDAa

d (ketenefXdY) b (ketenerXdY)

XdY symm. orbital Γ ε orbital Γ ε

CH2dCH2 D2h LUMO b2g -1.34 HOMO b3u -7.15
CH2dO C2V LUMO b1 -2.93 HOMO-1 b1 -10.32
CpO2RedO Cs LUMO a′ -3.72 HOMO-2 a“ -7.38

a Frontier-orbital energies of ketene (C2V): HOMO (b1) -6.37,
LUMO (b2) -2.65.

TABLE 5: Extended Transition State (ETS) Results of the Transition States. Activation Strain∆Estr, Electrostatic Interaction
Energy ∆Eelst, Pauli Repulsion ∆EPauli, Orbital Interaction Energy ∆Eorb, Interaction Energy ∆Eint ) ∆EPauli + ∆Eelst + ∆Eorb,
and Activation Energy ∆E ) ∆Estr + ∆Eint (kcal/mol)

XdY ∆Estr (XdY) ∆Estr (ketene) ∆Estr (total) ∆Eelst ∆EPauli ∆Eorb ∆Eint ∆E

CH2dCH2 8.3 29.3 37.5 -90.0 203.4 -128.5 -15.1 22.4
CH2dO 5.5 18.1 23.6 -74.2 152.6 -84.2 -5.8 17.9
CpO2RedO 14.9 13.2 28.1 -113.2 174.0 -82.2 -21.4 6.7
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a large electrostatic stabilization in the TS elucidate the low
activation barrier predicted for the metal-oxide addition.

Conclusions

(i) A complete rationalization of the activation barriers of
cycloadditions is not always provided by traditional quantum-
chemical concepts such as orbital energies of the reactants and
calculated atomic charges. Fragment-based charge- and energy-
decomposition schemes give additional insight into the origin
of reactivity.

(ii) The dominant orbital interactions in the transition states
for the [2 + 2] reactions of ketene with XdY (CH2dCH2,
H2CdO, and CpO2RedO) are different. Ketene is arbitrarily
denoted donor and XdY is denoted acceptor. Back-donationb
from the ethylene HOMO into the LUMO of the strongly bent
ketene is the predominant orbital interaction in the TS for the
ethylene addition. In contrast, donationd from the ketene
HOMO into vacant orbitals of CpReO3 are more important than
b in the transition state for the metal oxide, whiled andb are
of equal strength in the TS for the formaldehyde addition.

(iii) The classical [2πs + 2πa] model for the topology of the
transition state for the ethylene addition to ketene, which
suggests that the carbonyl moiety is a noninvolved bystander
in the reaction, is wrong. A better description is provided by a
[2πs + (2πs + 2πs)] topology, although neither model accurately
considers the predominant orbital interactions in the transition
state. In the [2+ 2] addition of formaldehyde and CpReO3

across the CdC bond of ketene, the ketene LUMO is also
significantly involved. Not only steric reasons, i.e., a free access
to the central carbon of the heterocumulene, but also stereo-
electronic reasons due to the presence of the carbonyl moiety
allow ketenes to undergo [2+ 2] cycloadditions.

(iv) Orbital interactions provide only one of several factors
that determine the activation barriers of cycloadditions. For

instance, the stabilization energy arising from orbital interactions
is weakest in the transition state for the CpReO3 addition to the
heterocumulene, although this reaction is predicted to be fastest.
The transition state of this reaction is significantly stabilized
by electrostatic interactions. Due to the results of this study,
we are systematically investigating the transition states of other
cycloadditions.
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